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March, I994. The results presented here are based in part on an analysis in collaboration with Jens Erler.
llnviled talk presented at the 22nd INS Symposium on Physics with Iligln Energy (lolliders, 'lbkyo,
• New Ph sies Y
• llesnlts: vm, M", n,, sin] 0W
lladiative Corrections
llecent Data
'l`lur 'l`wo Paths: Unification or Cornpositeness
Introduction
from new physics from the dependence on m,.
to severely constrain certain types of new physics by separating the contribution
physics. ln particular, given the CDF direct determination of m, it is now possible
weak mixing angle, and the strong coupling constant, ¢x,; and the search lor new
standard model parameters, including the top quark mass, the Higgs mass, the
implications of these and earlier results lor testing the standard model; for the
Collaboration at Fermilab and the determination of its mass. l will discuss the
Collaboration at SLAC; the probable discovery of the top quark by the CDF
run; the first high-precision results on the Ielt—right asymmetry from the SLD
cl:-ctrnweak tests. These include: the new LEP energy scan during the 1993
Abstract: 'I`hcrc have bccn several important recent developments in precision
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models. ln the future one would also expect to see new particles and anomalous interactions
fact that these have not been seen constitutes an additional serious dilliculty for most such
the Z —-» bb partial width, and modifications to pg and to the parameters S, T, and U. The
effects in LEP and other precision observables, including new 4-fermi operators, decrease of
one somehow evades the problem of rare decays one still generally expects to see significant
probleru for the general approach and has made it difficult to construct realistic models. lf
feature of almost all such models, and the fact that they have not been observed is a severe
schemes generally predict significant rates for rare decays such as It' -—• pc. This is a generic
at most one more layer would be accessible to us at the LIIC and future colliders. Such
gous to previously observed levels of compositeness. lf nature should choose this route, then
any new layer of compositeness would have to be strong binding, and is therefore not analo
fermions and scalars and of dynamical symmetry breaking. Experimental limits imply that
like layers of matter at shorter and shorter distance scales. This is the domain of composite
The other general possibility is the Whimper scenario, in which nature consists of onion~
number of new sequential, mirror, or exotic fermion families.
new effects cancel). These include additional heavy Z' bosons, gauge singlets, and a small
of physics other than sopersymmetry that could be present without spoiling it (unless two
lf the coupling constant unification is not just an accident there are very few new types
also lead to predictions for mi, proton decay, neutrino masses, and occasionally rare decays.
for supersymmetric unification, but they are nevertheless suggestive. Some such schemes
Of course, it is hard to take the observed absence of such deviations as compelling evidence
tests, CP violation, or rare If decays, because of the decoupling of the heavy superpartners.
pects an absence of deviations from the standard model predictions for precision electroweak
1000 GeV.) Finally, a very important. prediction of at least the simplest cases is that one ex·
at the LHC or possibly at LEP 2. ('l`he standard model lliggs could be as heavy as 600
model Higgs except that it must be lighter than ll0 — l50 GeV, which should be detectable
LHC. Secondly, one expects to have a light Higgs boson, which acts much like the standard
be supersymmetry, which can ultimately be probed by finding the new superpartners at the
unification that this may be the correct path. Some of the implications are that there should
of probing to Mp and to the very early universe. There are hints from coupling constant
GU'l`s, and superstring theories. lf nature should choose this route there is a possibility
Planck scale (Mp}. This is the natural domain of elementary lliggs fields, supersymmetry,
tions. ln such schemes there is generally a grand desert up to a grand unification (CUT) or
The first, which l describe as the Bang scenario, involves the unification of the interac
physics most possibilities fall into one of two general categories.
the standard model. Although there are many theoretical ideas for the nature of such new
Most work in particle physics l.oday is directed towards searching for the new physics beyond
2 The Two Paths: Unification or Compositeness
corrections to the hadronic widths. The predictions are shown in the third co1muuuf'I`a1»I•· I, OCR Output
'l`he predictions also depend on the top quark and Iliggs mass, and o,.is needed for the Q(Yl)
From the Z mass one can predict the other observables, including electroweak loop eIfr·cl.s.
where gy"`; are the vector and axial vector couplings to Iermion
s6,+y§;’‘
,, _ 29v; 9/ll ’l“
expressed in terms of the quantity
and charged leptons from the total width I`; from the lineshapc. 'l`he asymmetries are
to be produced in Z decays. lt is obtained by subtracting the widths for decays into hadrons
asymmetry. N, is the number of effective active neutrino flavors with masses light enough
and its angular distribution; and the effective weak angle si obtained from the jet charge
various forward-backward asymmetries, /1;-;;; quantities derived from the r polarization P,
Also shown are the lineshape variables l`;, Il, and 0;,,,;; the heavy quark production rates;
row in Table I gives the value of the Z mass, which is now known to remarkable precision.
from the SLI) experiment at SLAC [2] on the Ieft—right asymmetry /1;,;; is shown. The first
including a proper treatment of common systematic uncertainties In addition, the result
Moriond meeting. 'l`hese are averages from the ALEl‘ll, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL detectors,
results from the 1993 LEP energy scan, slightly updated from the values presented at the
llecent results from Z-pole experiments are shown in Table 1. These include the preliminary
3 Recent Data
for m, and o,, with M;; in the range 60 -— 1000 GeV.
tations. '1`he standard model prediction is based on M; and uses the global best fit values
Table 1: Z -pole observables from LEP and SLD compared to their standard model expec
2.985 1 0.023
(0.1656 1 0.0076 (93))
A2 (A)',R) (SLD) ( 0.1637 1 0.0075 (92 + 93) I 0.142 1 0.003 1 0.003
0.2320 1 0.0016 0.2321 1 0.0003 zh 0.0004A} (/12,,)H
0.070 1 0.011 0.071 1 0.001 1 0.002AQF: — /lg/12
0.0960 1 0.0043 0.0998 zh 0.002 zh 0.002/1*)?,, = g/12/12
0.14210003 10.0030.120 10.012AQ’(I’,)
0.142 1 0.003 1 0.0030.150 zh 0.010Alf (I’,)
0.0152 111.0005 zh 0.00070.0170 zh 0.0016A21), = 2 (A?)
0.1711010R, = I`(rc)/I`(had) 0.17010014
0.2155 1 0 1 0.00040.2208 1 0.0024ll; : I`(hb)/l`(lna•l)
4l.45 zh 0.0I zh 0.01 zh|0.03]Uhyl : gi [lf-)L)l!‘£ll(rrl>)) 41.511 0.12
H = l`(had)/l`(l’l’) 20.789 1 0.040 I 20.782 1 0.006 zh 0.004 zh [0.03]
I`; ((1eV) 2.4969 zh 0.0038 | 2.496 1 0.001 zh 0.003 zh [0.003]
input91 . I895 zh 0.0044M; (GeV)
Quantity Standard ModelValue
from the data any conclusions must be preliminary. OCR Output
light quarks, one of which radiates a gluon which then turns into a bb. Until this is separated
llowever, the experimenters have not completed an analysis of the effects of Z decaying into
new physics will couple preferentially to the third generation, so this is a serious possibility.
a statistical fluctuation, is that it may be clue to some sort of new physics. Many types of
the efl`m·t is to favor a smaller lliggs mass. Another possibility, if the effect is more than
ever, when combined with other obscrvables, for which mt and My are strongly correlated,
lt is apparent that R4, favors a small value of m,. By itself R; is insensitive to MH. How
widths which all increase. This can he seen in Figure l.
special vertex corrections, the bb width actually decreases with mh as opposed to the other
'l`his is some 2.20 higher than the standard model expectation 0.2l55 :l: 0.0004. Because of
l(had)
Ri, = —--= 0.2208 iz 0.0024. ` (2)EQQ
observables. The first is
The data is in excellent agreement with the standard model predictions except for two
uncertainty are given by cr, = 0.124 zl; 0.005, obtained from the global fit to the lineshape.
The last uncertainty is the QCD uncertainty from the value of cv,. Here the value and
the second is from mr and M", allowing the Higgs mass to vary in the range 60 — l000 GeV.
data. The first uncertainty is from Mg and Ar (related tothe running of u up to Mg), while
using the value mg = l73 ;l; ll GeV obtained for My = 300 GeV in a global best fit to all
CDF range l74 d: 16 GeV.
with the LEP experimental value. Also shown are the l)0 lower bound of l3l GeV and the
Figure l: Standard model prediction for Ri, E l`(bb)/l`(had) as a function of mi, compared
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of phase with the Z amplitude and do not interfere). OCR Output
as new 4·fcrmi operators. 'I`hese nrc mainly significant!. slightly away from the pole (at the pole they are out
Z·pole. The one (unlikely) loophole is the possibility of an important contribution from other sources, surh
"l`he relation makes use only ofthe assumption that the l.l·)l‘ and SLI) observables are dominated by the
other hand, the LEP experiments have done an outstanding job, and the fact that there are
and from various observables. None are individually as precise as the SLI) result. On the
other hand, are based on the averaging of a number of observations from the four groups
statistics, and leads to the most precise single determination of /12. 'l`he LEP results, on the
edge of the bearu polarization. lt also has a strong sensitivity I.o /12, even for relatively small
corrections and systematic uncertainties cancel. lt does, however, require an absolute lmowl
perhaps the cleanest. single observable: it is obtained as a ratio from which most radiative
A word is in order concerning the experiments. The quantity /1;,;; measured by SLI) is
new physics when compared with all of the other observables.
large statistical fluctuation. lf the central value of t.he Slif) is correct it would also call for
We therefore almost certainly have an experimental conflict. It. may well be due to a
which is again 2.0o below the SLD result.
/12);,gp = 0.l45 :1: 0.005 ,
(which is roughly the ·r polarization averaged over angles) one obtains finally
implies /12 = 0.1505 ;l;0.00?l. Combining this with /12(P,) and with /12(P,) = 0.150;l;0.0l0
(/125,,, /422,,, /1%,) one can determine the lcptonic asymmetry /1%, = 0.0170:1; 0.0016, which
family universality. ln that case, from the forward—backward asymmetries into e, p, and r
2.70 level. One can also consider the comparison of LEP with SLD if one assumes lepton
'l`hus, there is a direct experimental conflict between the LEP and SLD values of A2 at the
(4)/12 |;,;.;p = 0.129 :1; 0.010.
Combining these results,
0.0lti. Furthermore, the angular distribution ofthe r polarization yields A2 = 0.l20;l:0.012.
e*e' —• Z -• e`*c', which yields /12},, = 2/12* = 0.0158 zi: 0.0035, implying A2 = 0.145 :l:
/11,,;*. In particular, thc LEP collaborations measured the forward-backward asymmetry for
some of the LEP observables measure precisely the same combination of couplings as does
physics probably cannot explain all of the discrepancy with the other observables, because
exotic doublet leptons, EQ, which could significantly affect the asymmetry. llowever, new
addition, there are possible tree-level physics such as heavy Z' bosons or mixing with heavy
where S is a parameter describing certain types of heavy new physics (see Section 6.5). ln
possibility is that it is pointing to new physics. Possibilities here would include S < 0,
mass, around 240 GeV. 'l`his certainly is not in good agreement with other observables. One
expectation of 0.l·l2 d; 0.004. 'l`his result by itself favors a large valine of the top quark
obtained by the SLI) collaboration. 'I`his is some 2.50 higher than the standard model
st, + yi. (si
° 0AZ AZ £;& Z 0404 Z 0.00s "" '
'l`he other discrepancy is the value of the left·righl. asynnnet.ry
’* 0
a correlation between MZ and Mw. In practice, the effect is negligible because ofthe tiny uncertainty in OCR Output
such a procedure was carried out in the D0 analysis.) l do not do so because, in principle, il. would introduce
"I could, of course, multiply Mw /Nfz by the l.|·)l’ Mg and include the result inthe Mw average. (In fact,
s¤¤'9w sin’ 6w(1 — Aiw)
M2 : _.., _...T W
ing one can relate the weak angle to the W and Z masses by
though initially defincd in terms of the gauge couplings, after spontaneous symmetry break
where g' and g are respectively the gauge couplings of the Ur and SU, gauge groups. Al
9 + 9
(6)
_ ____ sin! Ow E 7--3 -—+ sinl 0w(Mg) (MS]gr'!
ln the electroweak theory one defines the weak angle by
4 Radiative Corrections
the table are fully incorporated.
ln the global fits to be described, all of the earlier low energy observables not listed in
agreement with the standard model predictions.
combined with earlier experiments [9] is also shown. All of these quantities are in excellent
deep inelastic neutrino scattering with small sensitivity to the top quark mass. The result
collaboration at Fermilab This on—shcll definition of the weak angle is determined from
scattering from CHARM ll [7], and new measurements of sf., E I —~ MEV/M§ from the CCFR
shown. Other observables include Mw / M Z from UA2° [6], recent results on neutrino electron
which finds 80.38 :l; 0.23 GeV. Combining these and earlier data one obtains the results
both D0, which has presented a preliminary new value 79.86 d; 0.40 GeV, and from CDF,
by the CDF candidate events 'l`herc are new observations of the W mass [5] from
'l`hese include the D0 limit mr > l3l GeV and the value nn, = l74 ;l: I6 GeV suggested
There are many other precision observables. Some recent ones are shown in Table 2.
indicate its effects.
latter is the approach favored by the Particle Data Group. l will not follow it here, but will
factor S ~ 3.I, where S is the square root of the X2/df, to represent the discrepancy. The
would be to multiply the error in the weighted average of A? from LEP and SLU by’a scale
fluctuations, in which case the prescription is to simply combine the data. An alternative
to use the results in global fits. l will take the view that any discrepancies are statistical
whether there is a true discrepancy. lu the meantime it leaves me with the problem of how
lt will take more time and more statistics to see whether this is just a fluctuation or
of them could significantly affect the overall result.
so many observables makes it hard to imagine that any systematic problem in one or a few
light hadrons to the photon selfenergy diagrams. 'l`his leads to a tlu-orelical uncertainty of OCR Output
dominated by the running of o. 'l`here is a theoretical uncertainty from the contribution of
Altw ~ 0.07 (1 1)
'l`here is only a weak dependence on the top quark mass in this scheme, leading to a value
_ l — Arw a 1/137
2. ... (ig)M 1 128 I /
in Qlil), up to the Z·pole, which is the scale relevant for elcctroweak interactions,
given by the running of the fine structure constant or from low energies, where it is defined
which relate the W and Z masses, muon decay, and QED. '1`he dominant contribution is
gauge couplings. ln equation (7) the quantity Afw contains the finite radiative corrections
'l`his basically means that one removes the $ poles and some associated constants from the
tity sin; 0w(M;;), which is renormalized according to modified minimal subtraction, Mg [10].
number of possible ways of defining the renormalized weak angle. llere 1 am using the quan
replace the quantities by the expressions shown in the last part of equations. There are a
precise that one must include full one loop radiative corrections, which means that one must
The lirst form of equations (6)—(8) are valid at tree level. However, the data is suflicicntly
`/EGFAE ——— = 37.2802 G V ( c l 9 ( )
my 2
where
_ 008 0w pcosz 0w(l — Arw)
M2 Mz M; = —TL ···—+ ·f——T·*!’·
and
shown.
with the standard model expectations. Direct values and limits on My, m,, and or, are also
'l`al>Ie 2: Recent. observables from the W mass and other non-Z-pole observations compared
0.116 i 0.005 event shapes + low energy I [Z Iineshape]n (M ) ° Z
0.l23 ;l; 0.006 LEP event shapes 1 0.124 i 0.005 :i; 0.002
174 ;l: 16 (7l)l°
m. > 131 D0 ` 173 ;h Nfl; [indirect}
. MH ((.eV) , > 60 1.1.1* 0(600), theory
0.2260 iz 0.0048 IA"]= _ Sw _ I H'} 0.2243 i; 0.0003 zh 0.0015
2 M' 0.2218 zi: 0.0059 [(Z(,Tl•`ll|
0.038 ;l: 0.001 d: 0.0010.025 d: 0.019gf} ((71lAltM ll)
0.506 ;l: 0 ;l: 0.0010.503 rl; 0.0|8gf (CHARM ll)
72.90 ;l: 0.07 zh 0.05Qw((YS) 71.04 i 1.58 slr [0.88]
0.8807 ;l; 0.0002 ;l: 0.00080.8813 ;E 0.004lMw/Mgfl//12)
80.31 :1: 0.02 :1: 0.0880.17 ;l: 0.18Mw (GeV)
Standard ModelValueQuantity
are box diagrams and vertex corrections, which are smaller but which have to be included. OCR Output
dominated bythe gauge self-energy diagrams for the W, Z, and 7Z mixing. ln addition, there
corrections as well as dominant 2-loop effects. The electroweak corrections include and are
The electroweak corrections are now quite important. One must include full 1-loop
in the predicted value of m,.
uncertainty Afw ~ A¤( Mz)/or ~ 0.0009, which can lead to a shift of approximately 3 GeV
at low energies to o(Mz)" ~ l28 at the Z-pole. As we have seen this leads to a significant
electromagnetic vacuum polarization diagrams, which lead to the running from a" ~ 137
from the data by the experimenters. The second class has already been described. lt is the
depend on the details of the experimental acceptances and cuts. They generally are removed
but do not include vacuum polarization diagrams. These constitute a gauge invariant set, but
corrections, which involve the emission of real photons and the exchange of virtual photons
The radiative corrections fall into three categories. First, there are the reduced QED
corrections (10].
measurement. Before discussing other possibilities, I will digress somewhat on the radiative
nmst have either other indirect observables with a different dependence on nz. or a direct
one cannot determine the weak angle from Mz alone because of the m, dependence. One
a more precise value of the weak angle. The sensitivity is displayed in Figure 2. Clearly,
my from the global best fit, and 60 GeV < My < l000 GeV. lf one knew m, one would have
largest uncertainty, however, is from m, and My, ~ 0.0004. llere l have used the range of
order 0.00003. The theoretical uncertainty 0.0003 coming from Afw is much larger. The
ments at LEP. The uncertainty from the experimental error in the Z mass is negligible, of
The uncertainty is an order of magnitude smaller than one had prior to the Z-pole experi
sin: 0w(Mz) = 0.2318 ;l: 0.0005. (l2)
From the precise value Mg = 9l.l895 ;t: 0.0044 GeV from LEP one has
exception is the vertex correction to Z —• bb decay.)
propagates to other observables and generates most of the major ni, dependence. (The one
loops.) For m, in the range 100 ·- 200 GeV the effect on ;3 can be quite significant. p,
p, = %%'§ ~ 0.003l(m./100 GeV)°. (There are additional contributions from bosonic
;} in equation (8) depends quadratically on m,. It is given by [Il] fr ~ l + pi, where
dependence. llowever, the Z mass prediction is shifted down. In particular, the quantity
already absorbed into the observed value of the Fermi constant, so Arzw has no large rn,
W and Z self-energy diagrams. 'l`here is little shift in the W mass, because that effect is
generated by loop diagrams involving the top and bottom quarks, in particular from the
Because m, is so much heavier than the bottom quark mass there is large SU; 'breaking
measurements are made of the cross-section for e*c‘ -—• hadrons at low energies.
nate the experimental uncertainties in the new Brookhaven experiment unless associated
A similar effect leads to a significant theoretical uncertainty in gu — 2, which will domi
troweak tests and, in particular, in the expressions relating the Z mass to other observables.
d:0.0009. This turns out to be the dominant theoretical uncertainty in the precision elec
estimate |l3] is that the effect is mainly to shift the scale at which n, should he evaluated OCR Output
been estimated using both pertnrbative |l3] melhods and by dispersion relations [M]. One
discussions and estimates of lf threshold corrections, which are ()(oofmf). '|`|iese have
which raises the predicted value of m, by approximately 5%. Recently there have heeu
(I5)_ ..p —• l + pi ll —— 2n,(m,}——— ~ I +0.9p,,2 + 3 (E
hution involves top quark loops and is of order cryin?. This leads to the replacement
the exchange of the gluon across the quarks in a self-energy diagram. 'l`he dominant conl.ri
There are also significant mixed Q(ll)—electroweal< diagrams, such as those obtained by
analysis.
l9—21r°. 'I`here are additional smaller contributions which must be included in thc numerical
and R, which comes from 2-loop diagrams, is strongly dependent on M", with R(0) =
pl = ——'_}s Bi/-211*G 2 3 pm
where
U3). M p—•|+pll|+mR(—i)l. me
dominant terms of order adm: are included. '1`he net effect is to replace [I2]
Recently there has been some progress on the dominant 2-loop effects. In particular, the
Figure 2: Values of sinf 0w(Mg) as a function of m, from various observables.
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are other definitions based on the gauge coupling constants. These are especially useful for
the- presence of new physics, which might shift the values of the gauge boson masses. There
lioth of the definitions based on spontaneous symmetry breaking tend to be awkward in
uncertainties enter as soon as one tries to predict other quantities in terms of it.
no rn, rlepemleiice in the relation betwen MZ and si"!. llowever, the m, dependence and
as a useful derived quantity. 'l`his scheme is simple and precise, and by definition there is
equivalent to using the Z mass as a renormalized parameter, introducing the weak angle
is the most precise — the uncertainty is mainly from o(Mz). The use of sfu: is essentially
is obtained by simply removing the rn, dependence from the expression for the Z mass. This
_F
is ( 1
’ 1-.’ zfl-=02s12;i;0000s ¤M.( nw,) /EGM .mg
The Z-mass definition [I5],
in sty. (The value for sg,] and the other definitions is from a global fit to all data.)
This leads to a. strong dependence on m., which accounts for almost all of the uncertainty
so sty must actually be extracted from other data and not from the defining relation (l'?).
This is very simple conceptually. However, the W mass is not determined as precisely as Mg,
(17)1 sw = 1- T'-; = 0.2242 ;t0.00l2.
Mfv
theory, namely on the gauge boson masses. The most famous is the on·shell definition (I0]
Two common definitions are based on the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of the
to considerable confusion (and sometimes heat).
definitions differ by finite terms of order cv, which also depend on mi and My. This has lead
One can use the different expressions in equation (I6) as starting points, and the resulting
in addition to the gauge vertices. At higher order one must define a rcnormalized angle.
spontaneous symmetry breaking has occurred, and therefore mix in parts of the theory
'l`he first definition is based on the coupling constants; the last two take meaning only after
8lft9w=·g···—E=l···¥·=*—···7·. 9 + 9 Mz \/ir:.-M.,l2 M2 zg[j1
disadvantages. At tree-level there are several equivalent expressions, namely
literature, leading to considerable confusion. Each of the definitions has its advantages and
There are a number of different definitions of the renormalized weak angle used in the
4.1 The Great Confusion: sin“ Ow
but would raise the predicted values of rn, by +3 GeV.
with the dispersion relation estimate. 'l`he threshold estimates have not been included here,
for the t quark loop, namely or,(m,) —• o,(0.l5m.). This is in good numerical agreement
`t
zz: ( ) OCR Output
— F2 g r er:-—-€· +o . (/fl r G/Qllyul l.v1llGA'3
to decay into fermions ff is given approximately by
The other Z ~pole observables can also be computed. For example, the partial width for Z
4.2 Other Z-Pole Observables
definitions have advantages and disadvantages, some of which are listed in Table 3.
of the Z-pole data, but they are difficult to relate to other types of observables. All of these
the angles and higher order effects. These effective angles are very simple for the discussion
where there is an additional theoretical uncertainty of ;f;0.000l from the precise definition of
(22)if ~ sg + 0.0002 : 0.2319 iz 0.0004
where xy is a form factor. 'l`he best measured is for the charged leptons, for which
sj : KI.;}
example, by
The effective weak angle differs for different ferrnions. 3} is related to the m angle, for
are typically ignored or removed from the data.
In principle there are also electroweak box contributions. However, these are very small and
angle 5}. 'l`he §v_M are obtained from the data after removing all photonic contributions.
self·energy and vertex corrections are absorbed into the coefficient py and the effective weak
tg) = ig is the weak isospin of fermion [ and qy is its electric charge. The electroweak
These are the effective axial and vector couplings of the Z to fermion f. ln equation (20)
(20)9v1 = \/P7 (fs: · Zilwl
QA: = t/Ffa:
Finally, the experimental groups at LEP and SLC have made extensive use of
essentially eliminating any m. dependence from the Z-pole asymmetry formulas.
because m, > mi, breaks SU;. The version used here [I6) decouples them from ·y -— Z mixing,
5}, depending on the treatment of uln(m,/Mz) terms. One cannot decouple all such terms
have seen, the uncertainty is mainly from n(MZ) and vn,. There are variant definitions of
defined hy removing the poles and associated constants from the gauge couplings. As we
gz
l9 ( l
-. s = T---;-;— = 0.23l'I ;l: 0.0004, Z cinm + euwi
·r2 2 9 (M2)
physics. One is the modified minimalsubtraction or (ftfg) definition [I0)
applications to grand unification, and they tend t.o he less sensitive to the presence of new
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Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of several definitions of the weak angle.
hard to relate to non Z· pole observables
different for each f
phenomenological; exact definition in computer code
Z widths: m, in py only
Z asymmetry independent of m,
+ simple
effective : 52 = 0.2319 t 0.0004
variant forms (mi cannot be decoupled in all processes (5},,, larger by 0.0001 — 0.0002)
some sensitivity to m,
usually determined by global fit
theorists definition; not simple conceptually
+ Z asymmetries ~ independent of ml
+ usually insensitive to new physics
+ convenient for GU'f`s
+ based on coupling constants
MS; sj, = 0.2:m(·•)
depends on SSB mechanism — awkward for new physics
m, reenters when predicting other observables
+ simple conceptually
+ most precise (no m, dependence)
Z-mass : sk: = 0.23l2(3)
depends on SSB mechanism — awkward for new physics
large m, dependence from Z ·pole observables
+ simple conceptually
+ most. familiar
On-shell : .03,, = I — = 02242(I2)
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*There is also an indirect m, dependence in it if one regards Mz as fixed.
dependence.
On the other hand, in the on-shell or Z-mass schemes the formulas involve quadratic mi
can therefore determine si or sg from the data without theoretical uncertainties from m,.
angles sg and almost independent of mi when expressed in terms of the Tl? angle 5}. One
All of these asymmetries are independent of m, when expressed in terms of the effective
as the polarization is reversed one can also determine A2, namely Agn = A2.
asymmetry. 'l`he SLI) collaboration has polarized electrons; from the left-right asymmetry
coming mainly from the average polorization and A2 mainly from its forward—backward
From the angular distribution of the ·r polarization one can obtain A2 and A2, with A?
where A'} is defined in (l). Other asymmetries include the polarization of produced r°s.
(27)Aiys 2 ;A2A}»3 °
and boxes, by
forward-backward asymmetry for e*c" ·—• Z -• ff is given, after removing photonic effects
ln addition there are various asymmetries observed at LEP and SLD. ln particular, the
dence is useful for separating the m, and Higgs effects.
where l`°(bl1) is the standard model expression without the corrections. This special depen
(26)_ _ 1 (bt) -» f`"(bb) 1 + s,~ r(b1») 1 - 10 - ,
- m' l (g'") °[’ gu
pi and xi. factors, but to an excellent numerical approximation l`(bb) can be written as [18],
with rn, due to special rnydependent vertex corrections (17], (IS]. Tl'l0BE are included in the
most of the m, dependence is in the ri factor. One major exception° is that l`(bb) decreases
widths leads to a determination of o, = 0.l24 ;l; 0.005 just from the lineshape. For fixed Mg
which includes QED and QCD corrections. ln particular, the o, dependence of the hadronic
:1(1+ gig) (1 + 9 +1.411s(·;·)” -12.77(g·)“`) quarks°’ Z · (25)
leptonsl + iffq} ,
coefficient
which incorporates many of the low energy corrections. ln equation (23) there is an additional
8cos°0w\/5--·—. —-M, _lpZ 24 ( )
Mgt}! ·‘”
'l`his comes froru the replacement
couplings are proportional to (/5 so that each partial width increases quadratically with rn,.
For the heavier quarks and leptons kinematic mass corrections must he applied. Effective
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sensitive to the presence of some types of new physics.
n,(/WZ) value in (28). lt should be cautioned, however, that the liueshape value is rather
one can estimate that lllgll(‘I'-()I'(1t!l' terms lead to an additional uncertainty ~ :1:0.001 in the
test of QCD. Using a recent estimate [l9| of the (or,/1r)‘° corrections to Cp, i.e. —-90(¤,/1r)",
ratio of hadrouic to Ieptonic rates in e*e` would be a “gold plated" extraction of u, and
at least within the standard model. lt is the Z-pole version of the long held view that the
(except in the bb vertex), and also from l`;. This determination is very clean theoretically,
eters. lt is determined mainly from the ratio R E l`(had)/l`(l?£), which is insensitive to m,
where the second uncertainty is from M". er, is almost uncorrelated with the other param
c,(Mg) = 0.124 i 0.005 i 0.002 (lineshape), (28)
constant er, at the Z-pole with a small experimental error,
Using the results of the 1993 LEP energy scan we can now extract the strong coupling
of 3.1. The last rows are the result of the Z-pole, LEP, and SLD observables by themselves.
result. The next row combines the LEP and SLD measurements of A, using the scale factor
first row one sees that the predicted mi is pulled up significantly (by ~ 10 GeV) by the SLD
row includes the LEP results and the low energy data but not SLI). Comparing with the
a separate constraint. The other fits show the sensitivity to the various data sets. '1`he third
by the Cl)F candidate events Tl1e second row includes the direct (CDF) value for mt as
The predicted value of m, is in remarkable agreement with the value 174 nl: 16 GeV suggested
are shown in Table 4. The first row of the table includes the global fit to all indirect data.
quantities are determined from a simultaneous fit. The results of fits to various sets of data
the W and Z masses, and cv,(Mz) from the hadrouic Z-widths. ln practice all of these
a,( M Z) simultaneously. For example, 5} can be determined from the asymmetries, mr from
There are now sufficiently many observables that one can precisely determine 5}, m,, and
5 Results: m,, M H, a_,, sin‘ Ow
if one included the estimates of the GCE m? threshold corrections.
increases from 60 to 1000. m, would increase by some 3 GeV in the fits to the indirect data
I000(+) and 60(—). The last column is the increase in the overall x° of the fit as My
data. The central values assume My = 300 GeV, while the second errors are for MH —+
Table 4: Results for the electroweak parameters in the standard model from various sets of
SLD + M; 244-25 ·—220.2291(l0)(0) +23 +19
LEP 0.2320(4)(2) 0.126(5)(2) 1681}},1}; . 1.5
Z-pole 0.23l6(4)(2) u.¤24(s)(2) nat}; ti; rs.:
MI indirect (S :. 3.1) 0.23I9(4)(2) 0.12s(s)(2) mst}; ti; 2.5
LEP + low cncrgy 0.232\(4)(2) ’u.n2s(5)(2) msti;:§; 1.6
Indirect + CDF (174 ;{: I6) 0.23l7(3)(3) 0.|24(5)(2) 174 1 9 x 12 3.0
All indirect. 0.23l7(3)(2) 0.n24(s)(2) 1mi1nt:,$ 3.::
Sci. n,(MZ) nn, (GcV) Ax}!
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(22}, reducing the discrepancy.
°'l`he lattice value 0.110:1; 0.006 (2ll has increased somewhat from the pulnlished valne of 0.105 ;t 0.004
G0 GeV.) (Ylearly, no deliuitive conclusion can be drawn. An additional strong caveat. is in
including the Cl)l·` direct constraint lrom rn,. (These results include the direct limit. My >
(Ill)indirect + (TDP : My < 7#l0(l040)(leV
at 90 (95)% (YL from the indirect precision data, and
indirect : My < 780(Il60)(}eV (30)
the if distribution one obtains the weak upper limits
standard model—like lliggs scalar. llowever, the constraint is very weak statistically. From
persymmetric extension of the standard model, which generally predicts a relatively light
when the (lI)l·` m, value is included. These low values are consistent with the minimal su
imum occurs at the lower limit, 60 GeV, allowed by direct searches at LEP, or at ~ 120 GeV
correction. The X2 distribution as a function ofthe lliggs mass is shown in Figure 3; the min
strongly correlated with the quadratic m, dependence in everything but the Z —• bb vertex
The new data also constrain the lliggs boson mass. This enters ;i logarithmically and is
5.1 The Higgs Mass
r decays, which gives a larger value.
is an independent low energy LEP determination from the ratio R, of hadronic to leptonic
however, that it is premature to draw such a strong conclusion. lt should be noted that there
suggest that there might be a light gluino which would modify the running of u,. I think,
calculation of the charmoniurn spectrums. This slight discrepancy has led some authors to
oretically to the Z·pole), in particular those from deep inelastic scattering and the lattice
larger than some of the low energy determinations of u, (which are then extrapolated the
of supersyuunetric grand unification. As can be seen in Table 5, however, it is somewhat
0,(Mz) ~ 0.127 zi; 0.008, SUSY — CUT (29)
in excellent agreement with the prediction
0.123 :1: 0.005 extracted from jet event shapes at LEP using resummed QCD (20]. lt is also
'I`he Iineshape value of o, is an excellent agreement with the independent value u,(Mz) ==
'l`able 5: Values of or, at the Z·poIe extracted from various methods.
0.123 :1; 0.005LEP, event topologies
0.124 ;l: 0.005 ;b 0.002LEP, lineshape
(Yhariuoninm spectrum (lattice) ( 0.110 ;i; 0.006
0.ll3t0.006T,J/tl!




irulepcruleritly tested in other processes. 'l`hey have shown that the rlata are inconsistent
bosonic loops, which involve triple-gauge vertices, gauge-Higgs vertices, etc., have never been
theoretically, and certainly should be there if the theory is to make any sense. However, the
argued that the lermionic loops, both in the running of rx and the l, b loops, are unambiguous
[23] and Schildknecht |2·ll have interpreted the data in somewhat dillcrent way. 'l`hey have
the cancellations these electrowealr loops are needed at the 20 level. Gambino and Sirlin
properly interpreted Born theory. llowever, the data is now sulliciently good that even given
and Z self-energies, and that until the most recent data the data could actually be lit by a
that there is a large cancellation between the lermionic and bosonic contributions to the W
troweak (as opposed to the simple running 0) corrections. Novikov el ,rrl. |l5l have noted
'l`he data can also be interpreted in terms ol whether one has actually observed the elec
5.2 Have Electroweak Corrections Been Seen?
precision observables, as will be described below.
symmetry breaking mechanisms. Alternative schemes generally yield large ellects on the
'l`he weak MH dependence does not imply that the data is insensitive to the spontaneous
SLC result were omitted.
disappear. Finally, the statistical significance ol the result would decrease even more il the
statistical lluctuation or to some new physics then the constraint on Mr; would essentially
above the standard model prediction even lor My = 60 GeV. ll that is due to a large
order: the preference for small My is driven almost entirely by l`(bb), which is significantly
Figure 3: X2 distributions of the overall fits as a function of M".
M,,(G•V)
$000 10000
:;.............4....r. ..-..s... ......·.s.;ql;....,_._.....k{.4.. R0 100
~--- indirect + CDF
indirect
Er-·—--•-—•·--—··•·r<v| ’··‘•" ‘ ' '*""""`
l ` T`.
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7'l`his is true if the second Higgs doublet is much heavier than M;.
°At tree-level, Mg < Mg.
parameter space one has Maw >> Mz, and the effects are negligible by the decoupling
second Higgs doublet that must be present in the MSSM. llowever, for most of the allowed
There can be additional effects on the radiative corrections due to sparticles and the
This is on the low side of the CDF range, (l74 :l: I6 GeV), but not excluded.
m, = 159tii i 5 (MSSM).
prediction
However, in MSSM one has the smaller range 60 < My < 150 GeV, leading to the lower
(33)m, = l73 zh Hf}; (SM).
We have seen that for 60 < My < l000 GeV this corresponds to
(32)MH ~ 3l . mi l73 i ll +I n 300GcV
ln the standard model there is a large m, — My correlation, and one has the prediction
it is necessarily light.
has My < l50 GeV°, which generally acts just like the standard model Higgsf except that
a mass similar to the Z mass. ln the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) one
supersymmetric models have at least one Higgs scalar that is relatively light, typically with
longer a free parameter. lt is given by the squares of gauge couplings, with the result that all
However, in supersymmetric extensions of the standard model the quartic coupling is no
(25).
exclude a Higgs which acts like a distinct elementary particle for My above O(600 GeV)
fairly convincing triviality arguments, related to the running of the quartic coupling, which
that is qualitatively different from the (perturbative) standard model. ln particular, there are
perturbation theory would break down. This cannot be excluded, but would lead to a theory
is not rigorous: larger values of My would correspond to such large quartic couplings that
he as small as 60 (}cV (the experimental limit) or as heavy as a TeV. The upper bound
mass is arbitrary. lt is controlled by an arbitrary quartic Higgs coupling, so that My could
The first, and most important, is iu the Higgs sector. ln the standard model the Higgs
presence of supersymmctry. 'f`here are basically three implications for the precision results.
Let us now consider how the predictions for the precision observables are modified in the
6.1 Supersymmetry and Precision Experiments
6 New Physics
providing convincing l.hough indirect. evidence for their existence.
if one simply ignores bosonic loops (which are a gauge-invariant subset of diagrams), thus
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Interference effects can survive away from the pole, but there the Z amplitude is smaller.
‘°At the Z-pole the effects of new operators are out of phase with the Z amplitude and do not interfere.
lu ~ [lll TGV.
The existing data already sets limits A > O( I0 'l`eV). Future experiments should be sensitive
_ _ L = d:T;e;,·y,,eLqL·y"qL. (36)
41r
violation [28] is sensitive to operators such as (29l
are significant limits from other flavor conserving observables. For example, atomic parity
of the operators unless the flavor-changing effects are fine·tuned away. Even then there
ln particular, FCNC constraints typically set limits of order A 2 O(l00 TeV) on the scale
the properties of the Z and its couplings°. However, low energy experiments are sensitive.
Generally, the Z -pole observables are not sensitive to such operators, since they only measure
(35}L = =l=£fJ`fzfsl`f4·4
of the form
new 4-fermi operators generated by constituent interchange, leading to effective interactions
will be described below. Finally, in theories with composite fermions one generally expects
3,,.,. gf (l,T,,,,. at 0, where po, 5,,,,,, and 7},,,, parameterize certain types of new physics, as
in the simplest extended technicolor (ETC) models [27]. Similarly, one expects pu 96 I, and
generally expects anomalous contributions to the Z —• bt vertex, typically l`(bl>) < l`$M(bf•)
are large flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC). Even if these are somehow evaded one
ical symmetry breaking, leads to many implications at low energies. The most important
fn contrast, the other major class of extensions, which includes compositeness and dynam
6.2 Extended Technicolor/Compositeness
Of course, one could have supersymmetry without grand unification.
modification of the precision experiments, but a prediction for the observed gauge couplings.
ordinary standard model (unless other new particles are added). This is not actually a
their low energy values (26]. This is consistent with the data in the MSSM but not in the
grand unification one expects the gauge coupling constants to unify when extrapolated from
absence of other deviations from the standard model predictions. (c) ln supersymmetric
Another important implication of supersymmetry, at least in the minimal model, is the
That would require the direct discovery of the supcrpartners, probably at the LHC. fb)
observed it would be consistent with supersymmetry but would not by itself establish it.
like Higgs, which in turn favors a smaller value of m,. Of course, if a light Higgs were
of supersymmetry from the precision observables are: (a) there is a light standard model
contribute significantly to the radiative corrections. Except for these, the only implications
There are only small windows of allowed parameter space for which the new particles
vertex for mxs, mg, or M§ ~ Mz.
are negligible for mq > Mz. Similarly, there would be new contributions to the Z —• bb
parameter (to be discussed below), leading to a smaller prediction for m,, but these effects
theorem. For example, a large f- fi splitting would contribute to the pg (SU;-breaking)
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value 0.l2·f(5)(2). Allowing 6[,‘,f" gf 0 has negligible effect on or in,.
o,(M;): one obtains o,(Mz) = 0.l03;t;0.0l I, considerably smaller than the standard model
physics, such as described by the S, 'I`, and U parameters. Note that 6[,[Q"' is correlated with
which is ~ 2.20 above zero. This value is hardly changed when one allows additional new
6[‘,f" = 0.03l ;t; 0.l]|4, (40)
well as 6[‘f'. This yields
()ne can extract 6[‘§" from the data, in a global fit to the standard model parameters as
t.o 6[‘,f", where .<•;_ is the sine of the b, — DL mixing angle.
(39)6::* ~ -2.3s],
he largest. for the third generation. llowever, this mechanism gives a negative contribution
l/3. 'l`liese can mix with the d, .1, or b quarks, but one typically expects such mixing to
example, the existence of a heavy DL, DR, which are both SU; singlet quarks with charge
weak interaction quantum numbers. Many extensions of the standard model predict, for
Another possibility is mixing between the b and exotic heavy fermions with non—can0nical
electroweak groups do not commute, for which either sign is possible [33].
problem for many ETC models. One possible way out are models in which the ETC and
is in contrast to the data, which suggests a positive contribution if any, implying a serious
walking technicolor, but nevertheless are expected to be negative and significant [32]. This
wheref is a model dependent parameter of order unity. They may be smaller in models with
as ( l6mC ~ -0.050 ’“ { nsoosv
typically large and negative [27],
which are needed to generate the large top quark mass. lt has been argued that these are
models there are typically new vertex contributions generated by the same ETC interactions
to he important in most allowed regions of parameter space. ln extended technicolor (ETC)
while light charged Iliggs particles can yield 6[[,'“' < 0. In practice, both effects are too small
contributions [Ill In particular, light t— X* can give 6;],USY > 0, as is suggested by the data,
effects on Af], are negligible. ln supersymmetry one can have both positive and negative
lf the new physics gives similar contributions to vector and axial vector vertices then the
(37)SM °“ron -· l`(bb)(I J. 6;;;*) ~ r(1»i») (1 + a,§,+ 6,7;*).
such effects by [fill]
The vertex is also sensitive to a number of types of new physics. One can parameterize
to l`(hh) are independent of My, allowing a separation of m, and My effects.
The rn, and My dependences in yi are strongly correlated, but the special vertex corrections
decreases with m,, as opposed to other widths which all increase due to the fi parameter.
qusdratically on the top quark mass, which are shown approximately in (26). l`(bb) actually
of new physics. ln the standard model there are special vert.ex contributions which depend
'l`he Zbb vertex is especially interesting, bot.h in the standard model and in the presence
6.3 The Zbb Vertex
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I "35()ne ran have p'°°*‘< fl for Majorana fermious [ZM) or boson multipleta with vacuum expectation values
the top quark directly one can use the known m, to calculate ;i and therefore separate pn. ln
one exception has been the Z —• bb vertex. However, assuming that CDF has really observed
separate pq from m., because in most observables one has only the combination pqli. The
lt has long been known that pg is close to I. However, until recently it has been difficult to
(/FB
(46)’”. M, ~» --M;,1z -» p.,r;,c,,C -» ,»r,c,€,@.l M
has
In the presence of po the standard model formulas for the observables are modified. One
representations, while typically po ¢ 1 from many sources in models involving compositeness.
pn ~ I in most superstring theories, which generally do not have highendimensional Higgs
numbers of the Higgs field. The po parameter is extremely important because one expects
for the predicted m,. pl,"' can be either positive or negative depending on the quantum
Loop contributions to pq are generally positive,° and if present would lead to lower values
(45), l·(m,,mq) = mi: —{ mg — ln g 2 (my — my)·lm1
° 2
where C, = 3(I) for color triplets (singlets) and
B`/w 44 ( )'°°P = BEL F . . Po i, 3 (mama-).
non-degenerate multiplets of fermions or bosons. For new doublets
One can also have loop-induced contributions similar to that of the top/bottom, due to
p ° (43)
- 2‘°· 1<¢nu=tree 2 2 :.·l+2 L-3l-+l, ·—-—: l)
larger representations with non—zero vacuum expectation values
only Higgs singlets and doublets (t, = 0,%), then pa"' : l. However, in the presence of
where t, (ta,) is the weak isospin (third component) of the neutral Higgs field qi;. lf one has
0 Ze 2l:i¢l(¢all2
The tree-level contribution is given by Higgs representations larger than doublets, namely,
. (il)no = Plum + pli’°"
top/bottom splitting. New physics can affect pg at either the tree or loop-level
to describe new sources of SU; breaking other than the ordinary Higgs doublets or the
One parameterization of certain new types of physics is the parameter po, which is introduced
6.4 po: Nonstandard Higgs or Non-degenerate Heavy Multiplets
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Until + I-!W\|’
'ILRW + Tm. + 7`MH
Snrvr 'l" Sm. + Su,
sell·energies but do not directly alferct new vertices, ctr. ()ne introdrrces l.lrr¢·r· parameters
parameters [36], which describe that subset ol new physics which allect only the gauge boson
A larger class of extensions of the standard model can be pararnetrzrizml by the S, T and U
6.5 Heavy Physics by Gauge Self Energies
additional lerrnion or boson multiplets.
expectation values, and places constraints %`F(m,,mq) $ (100 GeV)° on the splittings of
5; are shown in Figure 4. This places limits |(¢,)l/|(¢,,,)| < lew% on non»doub1ct vacuum
to unity, causing serious problems for cornpositcness models. The allowed region in pc vs
nation of 0,. Most remarkably, given the Cl)1·` constraint, po is constrained to be very close
paramcterized by pq one still has robust predictions for the weak angle and a good determi
where the second uncertanty is from My. Even in the presence of the classes of new physics
u, = 0.l23(6)(1) m,=167 i 15 :1:1 GeV, (47)
5} = 0.23l6(3)(2) pu = 1.0009 i 0.0018 :1; 0.0017
as an additional constraint. Onc can detcrminc BQ, pq, m., and cx, simultaneously, yielding
practice one fits to mi, po and the other parameters, using the CDF value m, = 174 ;h16 GeV
Figure 4: Allowed regions in po vs SQ for MH = 60, 300, and 1000 GeV.
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which differs from the value in (47) because of the presence of 3,,,,,,, U,,,,,, and 6§‘§". The data
where the second error is from M". 'l`he 7},,,,, value corresponds to pg = 0.9994:l;0.00°23i'gj%,
6;‘,f"' = 0.03I ;i; 0.014,
(52)lfmw = -0.56 dz 0.61 m, : 175 i I6 GeV
7},,,. = -0.08 rl: 0.3`2tgj[$ o,(Mg) = 0.l03(ll)
sm., = -0.15 ze 0.2s;?,;?$ sg = 0.23l4(4)
and m, (CDF), respectively. One obtains
7},,,., U,,,,,,, 6{‘,f", 3}, o,(Mg) and m, are constrained by Mz, l`, Mw, Rb, asymmetries, R,
T, and U, the standard model parameters, and also 6,§‘f" = Fgyfgq — l. For example, 5,,,..,
There is enough data to simultaneously determine the new Physics contributions to S,
they are seen directly or have other effects. Usually U,,,,, is small.
7},,,, with either sign (see equation (42)), and cannot be separated from loop effects unless
or additional Higgs doublets. ln practice, highendimensional Higgs multiplets could mimic
Usually T,,,,, > 0, although there may be exceptions for theories with Majorana fermions
(snAm= }jj§F(m...m..i z Zj¥<m.. —m,.>C °
where
,. , "' Q (100 GeV)? (sn)
T~ & ~ 0.42 Am}
loop
The 'I` parameter is analogous to p[]`°". For a non-degenerate family
of or extracted, so they are expected to be O(l] if there is new physics.)
either sign [39]. (Note that S, T, and U are induced by loop corrections and have a factor
negative contributions [38]. Nondegenerate scalars or fermions can contribute to S,,,,, with
l.62 [37]. Non—QCD—like theories such as those involving walking could yield smaller or even
an isodoublet of fcrmions with four technicolors, and an entire technigeneration would yield
typically have many particles, can give larger contributions. For example, S,,,,, ~ 0.45 from
of degenerate fermions would yield fl; ~ 0.21, while QCD-like technicolor models, which
where C', is the number of colors and lam are the tg quantum numbers. A fourth family
(49)Snswlsesmmra = Crllstli) - fsnlillz/3W 2 0.
A new multiple of degenerate chiral ferruions will contribute to 5,,,,, by
is possible to directly extract the new physics contributions.
separate the m, and new physics contributions. Now, however, with the CDF value of m, it
the effects of very heavy m, and MH (compared to Mg). Until recently it was difficult to
introduced to describe the contributions of new physics. However, they can also parametrize
of fermions or bosons. U is zero in most extensions of the standard model. S, T and U were
generators: T is equivalent to the po parameter and is induced by mass splitting in multiplets
degenerate heavy chiral families of fermions. T and U describe the breaking of SUW vector
S describes the breaking of the SUM axial generators and is generated, for example, by
represent the standard model expectations for MH = 60, 300, and l000, respectively. OCR Output
all data, where SL", = Sn.- + SMH, and similarly for TQ". The circle, square, and diamond
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than most other determinations.
though very clean in the standard model, is more sensitive to certain types of new physics
l`(had)/l`(N) with a smaller QCD correction to l`(had). Thus, a,(Mz) from the lineshape,
This is entirely due to the presence of 6§,f". Hy allowing 6§‘§' > 0 one can describe R =
the extracted a,(Mz) is considerably lower than the standard model value (0.l24(5)(2)).
'l`he value of is slightly lower than the standard model valine (0.‘23l7(3)(2)). llowever,
a uorrzero Z —·• bb vertex correction bff'.
very small Higgs contributions) are shown in Figure 5. The seven parameter fit still favors
neutrinos are heavier than Mg/2.) 'l`he allowed regions in SQ", vs 7:u, (which include the
at 90% (Il,. (()f course the invisible Z width precludes any new families unless thc additional
5,,,,,, large and positive, and Sn,. allows, at most, one additional family of ordinary fcrmions
on SM, are a problem for those classes ol new physics such as t¢·¤·lmi¢toIor which tend to give
the tnndcncy to find S < 0 that exist:-d in carlivr data is no longer present. The constraints
in cnnsistmnl. with the standard mndvlt SM,. and 7;,,., are- close tu zvrn with small errors, and
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implication that is relevant, however, is that supersymmetric theories have a light
in the precision observables. 'l`he new particles tend to be heavy and decouple. One
The major prediction of supersymmetry is that one does not expect large deviations
the observables is weak.
extent on the large Sl.!) value for Agn. Omitting these values the My dependence of
the preference depends crucially on the large observed value of l` (bb), and to a lesser
statistically. One finds only MH § 780(l l60) GeV at 90(95%) CL. Furthermore,
The data exhibit a slight preference for a light Higgs, but this is not very compelling
the large value of the bb width.
contributions to the bb vertex: 6[‘§' is approximately 2.20 away from zero, reflecting
7},,,,, U,,,,,, which are consistent with zero. Finally, one can determine the new physics
multiplets. Similarly, it allows an extraction of the new physics contributions to 3.,...
This strongly limits Higgs triplet vacuum expectation values and non—degenerate heavy
contributions to pq, which is now shown to be very close to unity, po = l.f)009(l8)(l7).
beyond the standard model, the direct rn, allows a clean extraction of the new physics
large difference within the context of the standard model. However, when one goes
Combining the direct CDF value of m, with the indirect constraints does not make a
for the entire program of precision observables.
observation and of or, with the various other determinations is an impressive success
'l` he agreement between the indirect prediction for ml with the tentative direct CDF
types of new physics.
Z-pole. The lineshape determination, however, is sensitive to the presence of certain
Both are larger than many of the low energy determinations when extrapolated to the
This is in excellent agreement with the value oz,( Mz) = 0. I 23:1:0.005 from event shapes.
also allowed, for the first time, a clean and precise extraction of cv, from the lineshape.
agreement with the value m, = l74 zi: I6 suggested by the CDF events. The data has
where the second uncertainty is from MH. 'l`he prediction for mr is in remarkable
on — shell : sly E l- = 0.2242(l2) o,(Mg) = 0.l24(5)(2), 53 ( )
Tu'? ; sg. = 0.2:i1r(:i)(2) m, = irs s ll ii},
The global fit to the data within the standard model yields
describe the data.
which probe non-abelian vertices and gauge-Higgs vertices, are definitely needed to
top quark and QED, which only partially cancel the bosonic loops. The bosonic loops,
observed at the 20 level. These consist of much larger fermionic pieces involving the
The data not only probes the tree—level structure, but the electroweak loops have been
are possible hints of discrepancies at thc 2 — 3 0 level in l`(bb)/l`(had) and Allin.
The precision data have confirmed the standard electrowealr model. However, there
Conclusions
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simplest models. Therefore, the precision experiments are a major difficulty for this
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cosmological constant: ASSB = 8¢rGN(V) > 10./Xobs OCR Output50(pin
quantum gravity not renormalizableff; M?
gravity not unified
• Graviton problem
·y_ `I O "` églyvcak f"]{PQ
‘·· CZN Z} 0 < 10 (qx.c<>-1
.._ Gnu' C/¢ Can add §%2g§FF to QCD (breaks, P, T, CP)
• Strong CP problem
-g-.?+-- .-..-- ., -_ Mv-:~—4
( 1 @4/ 9 +--J:f`”`fL
UW higher order corrections: 6M§I/Mgy ~ 103
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V`¢0’·Lu`€n/
• Higgs / hierarchy problem {=,:7,?;.{T
Fermion masses, mixings, families unexplained
• Fermion problem
charge quantization (lqel = lqpl) unexplained
complicated gauge group with 3 couplings
• Gauge Problem
mimm.? v€·‘€·’¤·¢
is correct to 10*cm, but 21 free parameters.6
The standard model (SUB >< SU2 >< U1 + general relativity)
Skeletons in the Closet


Table 2: Some possible extensions of the standard model. OCR Output
fermion +—> boson d > 4)
ity
strong © electroweak Q grav
All problemsl?Superstrings 10*°
fermion <—> boson
Higgs, gravitonSupersymmetry/ Supergravity 10* - 10*
strong <=> electroweak 1019
GaugeGrand uniication 1014 _
graviton (2) (d > 4)
Hisss (0) <—> gauze (1) ·-·
GravitonKaluza. - mein 10*9
10**
Strong C PNew global symmetry 108
Higgs (No compelling models)composite W, Z (G.7 ?) 103 - 10*
Higgs (No compelling models)composite Higgs 103 - 10*
els)1019
Fermion (No compelling modc nmposite fcrmicns 10*
els)1019
Fermion (No compelling modI family symmetry 10* - i
Higgs 10*9
New W’s, Z ’s, fcrmions, 102 — | Remnant of something else
Scale (Gel')
Typical | MotivationOCR OutputOCR OutputModel
future: WW —> WW, anomalous VVV, new particles OCR Output
P0; S» T, U)
effects expected at LEP & other precision observables (4-f ops; Z bb;
* no realistic models
* severe problem
rare decays (e.g., K -—> pe)
at most one more layer accessible (LHC)
not analogous to atom —> nucleus +e" ——> p + n —> quark
composite fermions, scalars (dynamical symmetry breaking)
onion-like layers
• The Whimper
* SUSY—safe: Z'; seq/ mirror/ exotic fermions; singlets
* possible: mb, proton decay, neutrino mass, rare decays
>¤= absence of deviations in_precision tests (usually)
* light (< 110 — 150 GeV) Higgs (LEP-200, LHC)
* supersymmetry (LHC)
future tests
hint from coupling constant unihcation
possibility of probing to M p and very early universe
elementary Higgs, supersymmetry (SUSY), GUTs, superstrings
grand desert up to grand uniiication (GUT) or Planck scale
uniiication of interactions
• The Bang
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* LSP: cold dark matter candidate
* typical scale: several hundred GeV
* W => tb, wino
* E => E, scalar lepton
* q ==>§, scalar quark
superpartners
* cf., standard model: MH:) < GeV
2Mg., < COSi€Mrg+ Horr. (O(mQ1)) < (150 csv)
additional charged and neutral Higgs particles
· COn1__§§;£(EmhLQ ;2};é_ _ e:ngfcation §·»ggy ¢iFA eavy par le c {es
coupling constants in supersymmetric grand uniii
of gravity { nom ~v~e>··w·m {rea Mi}
supergravity (gauged supersymmetry): unification
stabilize Weak scale => M Sggy < O(1 TeV)
"` ""
• motivations "‘ eé°" " "
• fermion <-—> boson symmetry
OCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputSupersymmetry {•~·`#·¤·" WiT¢·~`/'¢¢
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for a typical choice of parameters [16].
Fig. 12: 1992 CDF limits iu the (mg, mq) plane, with or without cascade decays,
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• need theoretical progress and hints from experiment
GUT?





4-dim supersymmetric gauge theory below M p
compactify to scale M13
consistent in 10 space-time dimensions —> 6 must
vibrational modes —> particles
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measurements of the ee+ pucross section in the next chapter.
+`+·
smaller than 10cm. We will return to this point when we discuss the
-16
equivalently we can say that the charge radius of the electron is
and positron can be excluded up to an energy scale of about 250 GeV or,
low precisely the theoretical prediction, compositeness of the electron
portant test of QED and the standard model. Since the measurements fol
The measurementsof Bhabha scattering are nevertheless a very im
presence of electroweak effects (Fig. 8.h).
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line gives the prediction
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cross section to the QED
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